
Hubspot Wants to Understand the Needs and
Emotions of its Marketer and Salespeople

Clients–and then Generate Killer Content to Engage
Them

Hubspot is the leading marketing automation platform and a major player in the CRM
space.

Most people have received or searched out some Hubspot content over the years.
They’re famous for their thought leadership and content marketing-led strategy.

https://www.hubspot.com/


Client Challenge
But for that strategy to work, especially in an increasingly competitive and noisy world,
they needed to:

● Understand the evolving needs, concerns, emotions, and top-of-mind awareness
of their audiences of marketers and salespeople

● Craft real insights from that understanding, that will help them both to shape
strategy and to generate engaging content.

● Move at the speed of digital business and at a global scale, without sacrificing
nuance or the ability to discover what’s on the horizon.

So Hubspot turned to Glimpse!

Over the last two years, Hubspot teams (distributed across the globe) have leveraged
Glimpse to get closer to their marketer and salesperson customer base, and then to
shape strategy and that famous B2B thought leadership content.

And they accomplish all of this by using Glimpse in a self-service capacity, empowering
content creators and marketers to launch impactful studies on their own.
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Here’s just one recent example:

Glimpse’s gen AI outputs recently helped Hubspot better understand the unique
challenges faced by disabled, BIPOC, and LGBTQ+ entrepreneurs, and how Hubspot can
help them overcome those challenges.

Outcomes
The best way to understand how Glimpse delivers value to Hubspot is to listen to a
Hubspot leader who’s been there since the beginning.

Here’s Pam Bump, leader of the Hubspot Content Growth Team, talking about the power
of the collaboration between Glimpse and Hubspot:

“Glimpse has been a trusted partner in generating insights for our content marketing
team in pivotal times. Their AI-powered market research solutions have helped us learn
new things about our target audience, build upon our strategies, and create
top-performing data-fueled content.”
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Taking a big picture view of the partnership between Glimpse and Hubspot, Pam
focuses on three important communications and business outcomes:

1. Publishing more timely, agile, and engaging B2B thought leadership content

2. Streamlining and accelerating time-consuming processes for the Hubspot team, with
the help of Glimpse’s industry-leading generative AI capabilities.
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3. Conducting deeper, more nuanced research about audience needs, anxieties,
top-of-mind awareness, sentiment, and emotion to drive the strategic planning process.
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